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Abstract—Database access programming is a noteworthy component of Software Engineering (SE) education on databases
that students are expected to acquire during training for their
careers. In our university, we cover such an education in a course
that emphasizes the use of the JDBC API to access databases.
This paper presents our experiences in developing and running a
framework to enhance the learning experience of database access
programming, which is motivated by several factors. First, our
students face great demands on acquiring JDBC acknowledge,
and providing them with constructive feedback serves a critical
role. Second, the increasing number of students leads to high
efforts in managing and grading their assignments. Finally, we
consider of strategic importance to bring modern industrial SE
techniques into the classroom, so that students obtain a better
experience with industry practices.
Our framework draws upon constructive alignment and automated formative assessment, combining Continuous Integration
(CI) and Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP). We include
an innovative application of AOP, a programming technique
that aims to modularize inherently scattered functionality into
single functional units, to help students adopt well-established
JDBC best practices. We also use well-known industrial software
tools (Travis CI and GitHub) to manage and grade students’
assignments and support automated integration testing with
databases. The findings of this study, applied to a class of 53
students, suggest positive effects, such as motivate students to
implement JDBC best practices, streamline the management
and grading of their assignments, help them get familiar with
industrial tools, or improve their grades.
Index Terms—JDBC, Travis CI, GitHub, AOP, Integration
tests, Best practices

I. I NTRODUCTION
Software engineering (SE) methods and practices, used in
industrial development projects, are in continuous change.
With this in mind, it is of strategic importance that SE
education is responsive for such changing industry trends,
aiming at bridging the gap between current SE education and
software industry [1]. In the last decades, there have been
different attempts from universities and other higher education
institutions to bring modern industrial software development
techniques into the classroom [1]. Among such industry practices, we note version control, code reviews, or Continuous
Integration (CI) [2] which mainly aims at automating the
integration of code changes from multiple contributors into

a single software project located in a central repository, after
which automated builds and tests are run. These practices are
supported by a range of techniques, tools and technologies,
such as Travis for CI, or GitHub for version control [2].
In the particular case of programming courses, several proposals have attempted to replicate modern industry practices
in the classroom. Most of those works use CI tools to teach
basic programming courses, normally, in the first years of
SE degree programs at universities [3]–[5]. In these courses
students learn basic concepts of programming languages (such
as Java or C++) and practice, among others, design and
implementation of code in a CI environment. Later, students’
deliveries are checked against unit tests where students’ classes
and methods are tested. The skills and acknowledge acquired
through first programming courses make students qualified to
face the challenges implied by other programming aspects that
encompass an added difficulty. This is the case of database
access programming, which is a noteworthy component of
SE education on databases (DBs). In the university where
this work has been conducted, we are covering such an
education in a course in the second year of a SE degree
program. The course addresses the use of Java Database
Connectivity (JDBC) [6], which is a mechanism that allows
Java to communicate with relational databases. As part of
the course, students have to perform several programming
exercises that use JDBC to access DBs. In this case, instead of
unit tests, students’ programs are checked against integration
tests, where the combination of such programs with DBs is
tested. Both designing and managing integration test entails
an added difficulty because of the need to consider additional
components (databases) to combine [7]. Following software
industry’s recommendations, teachers also encourage students
to adopt (the often forgotten) well-established JDBC best
practices, promoting better software quality and sustainability.
Until now, students submit their assignments through the
course’s management system (CMS) and teachers have to
check them manually on their computers, which makes of
managing and grading deliveries a hard task (Section II).
In this paper, we outline our proposal for overcoming such
challenges, which keeps in mind six main motivating ques-



































 




























































tions, distinguishing among those student-focused: 1) motivate
and encourage students to implement JDBC best practices, 2)
improve the development and delivery of their assignments,
easing automated testing, 3) help students get familiar with
modern industrial tools, and 4) improve their grades; and
those teacher-focused: 5) streamline the management process
of students’ assignments, and 6) their grading. To achieve
such goals, we have set out a framework that is drawn upon
constructive alignment and automated formative assessment,
combining (i) the integration of CI and version control (Travis
CI and GitHub) in our course, to manage and grade students’ assignments and to support the execution of database
integration tests, and (ii) a novel application of the Aspect
Oriented Programming (AOP) paradigm [8] which, together
with our integration tests, implements our automated formative
assessment approach to help students reach JDBC learning
goals, focusing mainly on the adoption of best practices
(Section III). We have applied our framework to 53 students
attending the course. The findings drawn from the conducted
case study show that the six main motivated intentions are
achieved (Section IV). Related work and a discussion about
these findings, including limitations, challenges and lessons
learned, appear in Sections V and VI, respectively. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. C OURSE BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Our programming course includes in its program principles
and concepts involved in the development of database access
applications, such as 1) general issues of architectures of
database applications (focusing on the three-tier architecture:
presentation, business and persistence layers), and 2) techniques to implement the persistence layer (such as JDBC
or Object-Relational Mapping -ORM- frameworks). JDBC
constitutes the main part of the course syllabus, where students
are instructed about basic and advanced aspects of this library.
Traditionally, the format of the course alternates master classes
(28 hours in total) with 11 laboratory sessions (2 hours
each), to transmit conceptual knowledge and procedural skills
combining theory and practice. We devote 6 master class
hours to teach JDBC, where lectures are also interspersed with
guided group discussion periods and problem solving activities. Students perform 5 JDBC laboratory assignments (one
session per each assignment), where they are asked to develop
JDBC programs which interact with different MySQL/Oracle
DBs. These activities allow them to consolidate the knowledge
transmitted in master classes. Besides the JDBC library itself,
students learn JDBC best practices (BPs) as suggested in specialised bibliography on the topic [9], [10], which mainly help
write effective and robust JDBC code, while ensuring optimal
performance of it. The main intended learning outcome of
the course regarding JDBC is that the students acquire the
knowledge and skills necessary to properly use this library,
paying special attention to the adoption of well-established
JDBC BPs. For a better understanding of our approach, we
next describe some JDBC background information, and go on
to present the issues that motivate this work.

1Connectionconn=null;
2PreparedStatementstmt1,stmt2,stmt3=null;ResultSetrs=null;
3try{
4conn=DriverManager.getConnection(<parameters>);
5conn.setAutoCommit(false);//TurnofftheautoŞcommitmode
6stmt1=conn.prepareStatement(SelectSQL);//CreatePreparedStatement
...
7rs=stmt1.executeQuery();//ExecutetheSelectandgettheResultSet
8while(rs.next()){//IteratethroughtheResultSetandmanageresults
9Integerid=rs.getInt(1);//UsegetXXXsreferencingcolumnsbyindex
10if(rs.wasNull()){id=null;}{//Checknullvalues
...
11}
12stmt2=conn.prepareStatement(ModificationSQL1);//CreatePreparedStatement
13stmt2.executeUpdate();//ExecutetheModificationinstruction
...
14conn.commit();//Committransaction
15}
16catch(SQLExceptione){
17try{if(conn!=null)conn.rollback();}//Rollbacktransaction
18catch(SQLExceptione){//Handle}//Handle
20}finally{//Cleanupallresources
21try{if(rs/stmt1../conn!=null)rs/stmt1../conn.close();}
22catch(SQLExceptione){//Handle}
23}//endfinally

Fig. 1: Code fragment illustrating a usual JDBC program
A. JDBC Fundamental
The JDBC API [6] consists of a collection of (mainly)
interfaces and classes which allows Java programs to interact
with databases. Figure 1 illustrates a fragment of a usual JDBC
program which executes both data retrieving (Select) and
modification instructions (Insert/Update/Delete). Briefly
speaking, to start working with JDBC, first you need the
DriverManager class which is used to keep track of available
JDBC drivers and to generate a database connection, that is,
a Connection object which represents the interconnection
between the Java client program and the database. Connections
allow generating database statements and are represented by
the Connection interface, whose main methods are close,
commit, rollback and setAutocommit. These three last
methods are used when enabling manual-transaction support
instead of the auto-commit mode that JDBC uses by default.
setAutocommit is used to set the auto-commit mode so
that, if it is turned on, every SQL statement is committed
to the database upon its completion and, if it is turned off,
the SQL statements would need to be committed/rollbacked
explicitly by using the commit/rollback methods, so that
all statements are grouped in one transaction (see lines 5,
14 and 17). The Statement interface provides methods
for executing queries, such as executeQuery, for retrieving data (Select), and executeUpdate, for modifying
data (Insert/Update/Delete). PreparedStatement is a
Statement sub-type which allows executing pre-compiled
SQL statements on databases (thus, improving performance),
and prevents SQL injection attacks [6]. When executing a
Select, you get back a ResultSet. The ResultSet interface is used for accessing the set of results returned by a
Select (see the next method in line 8). A getXXX method
for each data type XXX can be used to retrieve column values
(using either column index or column name as parameter,
being this latter option not recommended because of performance reasons [9]). When retrieving a null value from a nonprimitive column, the corresponding getXXX method gives








TABLE I: Best practices and defined AOP pointcuts
BP
Description
BP1 Properlyendupallresources(ResultSets,ifany,
Statements/PreparedStatementsandConnections).
Figure1:line21

Pointcuts
PereachJDBCresource,twopointcutsaredefinedwhichcheckifsucharesourcehasbeencreated/closed,
respectively,thatis,thesetwopointcutscapturetheinvocationofthecorrespondingcreate/closemethods,
respectively(8pointcuts).

BP2 UsePreparedStatementswhenpossible,insteadofStatements.
Figure1:lines2,6and12

ThepointcutdefinedtocheckifaStatementiscreated,isusedtocheckthatStatementsareused(insteadof
PreparedStatements).

BP3 Disableautocommitmode whenperformingmodificationsonthedatabase,andcommit/
rollback whencorresponds.
Figure1:lines5,14and17

Pointcutsaredefinedtocheckif,whentheexecuteUpdatemethodisinvoked,setAutocommit/commit
methodsarealsoinvoked,thatis,apointcutcapturesdeinvocationoftheexecuteUpdatemethodandtwo
onescapturethecalltosetAutocommit andcommit,respectively(3pointcuts).

BP4 ReferencetablecolumnsbynumberwhenretrievingrowvalueswithgetXXX.
Figure1:line9

ApointcutisdefinedtocheckifgetXXXmethodsareinvokedwithastringasargumentrepresentingacolumn
name,thatis,suchapointcutcapturescallstoanygetXXXmethodwithastringasparameter(1pointcut).

BP5 UsewasNull tocheckifretrievedrowslackvalues.
Figure1:line10

Pointcutsaredefinedtocheckif,whenagetXXX methodisinvokedbeingXXXaprimitivetype,themethod
wasNullisalsoinvoked,thatis,apointcutcapturesthecalltoanygetXXXmethodandanotheronecaptures
callstowasNull(2pointcuts).

back a null constant, but if it is primitive, it gives back a
0 (e.g., getInt returns 0 if the value retrieved was either 0
or null). Thus, wasNull is used to know if the last column
extracted from the ResultSet was null (see line 10). In the
course we also teach a set of JDBC best practices, described
in Table I, collected from specialised bibliography [9].
B. Problem Definition
As for the management of assignments, the course’s CMS
only allows distributing and delivering them, that is, it does
not provide an integrated environment for grading them. Until
now, students deliver their assignments through the CMS
and then the teacher has to manually check them on her/his
personal computer. Per each JDBC method developed by a
student in an assignment, not only does the teacher must
verify its correct functionality, but also she/he must check
if the student has adopted JDBC best practices. Regarding
checking functionality, until now, it is performed by verifying
if each method passes its integration tests. This process gets
complicated if the student’s code does not pass the tests
or even it does not compile, increasing the time and effort
devoted by the teacher to find the problem. As for checking
the adoption of best practices, it requires the instructor to go
through the code line by line, informing the student about not
adopted best practices. This task turns out to be a lot more
work, since we have noticed that students tend to give best
practices scant attention. Another aspect to consider refers to
when students ask for office hours to get feedback on their
work. Until now, they come to the teacher’s office with their
work stored in their USB flash drives, which the teacher inserts
into her/his personal computer, with the security risks it may
entail, also taking up valuable time.
In this process, tests play a significant role, both for teachers
(for grading), and for students (for evaluating their projects
during development). However, integration test design brings
an added difficulty against unit tests design. For unit tests, this
is easy as long as we stay away from global state. However,
this becomes a bit of a challenge with integration tests that
interact with DBs, since one test can corrupt the DB and
cause subsequent tests to fail. Thus, it requires the DB to be
in a consistent starting point each time a test is run. Until
now, either students while developing their assignments or
teachers when grading the deliveries, needs to manually clean

the database and sets up data between test runs. This tedious
task results in a disadvantage added to the just mentioned
drawbacks around assignments’ management and grading.
III. OVERVIEW OF OUR FRAMEWORK
Aiming at facing the previous challenges, we have based
upon constructive alignment considering also automated formative assessment, combining Continuous Integration (CI)
and Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP). Constructive alignment [11] is based on the idea that teaching and learning
activities, as well as assessment tasks, must be aligned with
the outcomes students are expected to achieve from their participation in the course. Assessment tasks are often classified
into formative, interim and summative [12]–[14]. Formative
assessment aims to assess students’ performance during the
instructional period, for the purpose of providing feedback
that they can use to improve their learning. Interim assessment,
which takes place several times during the instructional period,
aims both to assess students’ knowledge and skills relative to
a specific set of academic goals, and to inform decisions at the
classroom level and beyond. Summative assessment, which is
conducted at the end of the learning process, aims to assess
how well students have performed on a certain task, typically
to determine a final grade [12]–[14].
In the course at hand, the students’ performance is evaluated
through three evidences of learning, each mainly associated
with one of the previous assessment types. First, 5% (0.5
points) of the course grade corresponds to students’ efforts
in the 11 formative laboratory assignments (each of the 5
JDBC assignments is worth around 0.045 points). Second,
students take 2 interim partial exams: A1, taken after the
two firsts JDBC assignments, and A2, taken after all the
JDBC assignments, which are worth 5% and 20% (0.5 and
2 points), respectively. Third, representing the remainder 70%
(7 points), a summative final exam is taken at the end of the
course, where JDBC is not evaluated. Thus, starting from the
outcome we intend students to learn regarding JDBC, and
considering the teaching/learning activities defined to enable
learners to meet that outcome (as presented in Section II),
we have revised our formative assessment methods to ensure
they are consistent with such outcome, keeping in mind our
identified problems. More specifically, we have: 1) revised
the testing methods included in our JDBC assignments so



as to provide students with appropriate formative feedback
to enhance their JDBC learning, and 2) adopted well-known
industrial software tools both to streamline the management
process of students’ assignments and to support the automated
execution of such tests. At this point it is worth noting that,
although we mainly focus on providing students with support
to reach JDBC learning goals through our JDBC assignments
(formative), such assessment items also help teachers assess
how well students have learned (summative). Grading practices
or assignments has long been a controversial issue among
educators and academics, that we will discuss later on.
A. Automated Formative Assessment
The most common form of assessment for programming
assignments is to check that the program functions according
to the given requirements [15]. However, in our case, checking
just for functionality does not ensure us that students have
adopted JDBC best practices. For this reason, we need to use
specific methods to check both aspects.
Regarding functionality, as stated before, the integration
tests used until now lead us to face several challenges when
interacting with databases. Aimed at addressing them, we have
decided to use DbUnit [16], a database testing framework
based on JUnit which allows us to setup and teardown a
database between tests, as well as to check expected table
contents once a test completes. Before each test run, DbUnit
exports to the database an XML file with the dataset of
the initial database state. Once the test completes, it makes
comparisons between the actual data in the database, and the
expected datasets (given also as XML files), so as to determine
the test’s success or failure. In particular, students might use
test failures as hints of errors in their code.
As for the adoption of best practices, we have based on
the Aspect oriented programming (AOP) paradigm [8], [17].
AOP promotes software design so that the designer focuses
on the functional (core) concerns of a system as opposed
to non-functional concerns (e.g., logging or security). Nonfunctional concerns tend to cut across the system rendering it
difficult to understand, maintain, and modify. AOP builds on
top of existing programming methodologies, augmenting them
with constructs to modularize these crosscutting concerns,
while the core concerns are implemented using the chosen
base methodology. AOP allows a developer to modularize
these crosscutting concerns into entities called aspects, which
can then be woven into the core code by an aspect weaver,
building the final system. Among the AOP language extensions
for Java, we use AspectJ [18], which expresses crosscutting
mainly through join points, which are well-defined points
in a program execution (e.g., objects’ creation or methods’
call), and pointcuts, which are distinguished selections of
join points that meet some specified criteria (e.g., the call
of a method with a certain name or with a parameter of a
concrete type). After a pointcut selects join points, the focus
is augmenting those join points with additional or alternative
behaviour (e.g., that related to logging). Advices are methodlike constructs defining such a complementary crosscutting



1pointcutconnection_create():withincode(**.Persistence.*(..))&&
2call(*java.sql.DriverManager.getConnection(..));
3pointcutconnection_close():withincode(**.Persistence.*(..))&&
4call(*java.sql.Connection.close());
5after():connection_create(){//Advices
//WeaccessthearrayassociatedtothetestedJDBCmethod,ofthedataMapmap
6int[]aux=dataMap.get(thisEnclosingJoinPointStaticPart.getSignature().getName());
7aux[6]+=1;//aux[6]storesthenumberofcreatedConnections
//Weupdatethearrayinthemap
8dataMap.put(thisEnclosingJoinPointStaticPart.getSignature().getName(),aux);}
9after():connection_close(){…
10int[]aux=dataMap.get(thisEnclosingJoinPointStaticPart.getSignature().getName());
11aux[7]+=1;//aux[7]storesthenumberofclosedConnections
12dataMap.put(thisEnclosingJoinPointStaticPart.getSignature().getName(),aux);}
13protectedvoidJDBCAdoption(...){...
14if(aux[6]!=0&&aux[7]==0){
15logger.log(Level.INFO,indent+ANSI_YELLOW+"\tCheckyourcode!YourJDBCmethod
16createsaconnectionbut,afterfinishingit,itdoesnotcleanuptheresource.");
17}elseif(aux[6]!=0&&aux[6]==aux[7]){
18logger.log(Level.INFO,indent+ANSI_GREEN+"\tWelldone!YourJDBCmethodcreates
19aconnectionandyoualsocleanuptheresource.");...







Fig. 2: Code fragment of our aspect


*******************Method:Employeesol.Persistence.getEmployee(String)********************
Args:1ŞAGar01
**************Method:Branchsol.Persistence.getBranch(Connection,String)**************
Args:1ŞConnectionImpl2ŞBrZa01
Welldone!YoucreateasmanyPreparedStatementsastheonesyouclose(1)
Welldone!YoucreateasmanyResultSetsastheonesyouclose(1)
Welldone!YourJDBCmethodtakesaconnectionfromanothermethodandyoujustusesit.
Checkyoucode!YouareinvokinggetXXXmethodsusingcolumnnames,whichisnotrecommended.
************Method:EndBranchsol.Persistence.getBranch(Connection,String)************
Welldone!YoucreateasmanyPreparedStatementsastheonesyouclose(1)
Welldone!YoucreateasmanyResultSetsastheonesyouclose(1)
Welldone!YourJDBCmethodcreatesaconnectionandyoualsocleanuptheresource.
Checkyoucode!YouinvokegetXXXmethodswithprimitivetypes,butyoudonotcheckfornullvalues.
******************Method:EndEmployeesol.Persistence.getEmployee(String)*******************



Fig.
3: Best
feedback report for a JDBC program
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best of our knowledge, it is the
 first work that proposes this
paradigm to check the adoption of programming best practices.
We have designed an AspectJ aspect, called AOP module
(available at [19]), which is automatically applied each time
a student’s JDBC method is run, monitoring it. This aspect
defines suitable pointcuts, 15 in total, to capture occurrences
during the execution of each JDBC method. The captured data
allow us to identify if the method implements BPs. Table I
shows, per each BP, a description of the pointcuts defined to
check its adoption, while Figure 2 shows an extract of our
aspect. For example, to check if connections are ended up, we
define two pointcuts to capture calls to getConnnection,
in order to know if a connection has been created, and to
close, in order to know if such a connection has been finally
end up (see lines from 1 to 4 in Figure 2). We note that the
aspect searches for occurrences that take place in methods
within a Java class named Persistence, which corresponds
to the name students must give to the class that implements
the persistence layer in each assessment (see lines 1 and 3).
The defined pointcuts are accompanied by suitable advices,
each one devoted to record the number of times the associated
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Fig. 4: Workflow per assignment

join point is matched during the execution of the JDBC
method being tested (e.g., see the advices defined in lines
from 5 to 8 and from 9 to 12, respectively). Such data is
automatically stored by the advices in a Java Map. This Map
has, the names of the tested JDBC methods, as keys, and
arrays with the data gathered by the advices for such methods,
as values (e.g., lines 6-7 and 10-11). Finally, an additional
method (see lines from 13 to 19) performs specific checks
per each tested JDBC method (e.g., that the number of calls
to getConnnection and close match), using the data in
the associated array, and logs suitable coloured messages into
the console of the student’s IDE (our students use Eclipse
as IDE), informing about the BPs implemented by the tested
method. Another pair pointcut/advice, respectively, captures
code exceptions, and parses the overall stack trace into an only
log message showing the exception class, a link to the code
line, and details about what caused the exception. As a result,
each test run displays, for the JDBC tested method, a coloured
feedback report similar to the one in Figure 3 showing, when
applicable, hints of the execution errors in the code (in red),
not adopted BPs (in yellow) and motivational messages (in
green), using indented text when invoking nested methods.
B. Managing Students Assignments
For managing students’ assignments, we have used Travis
as one of the most popular CI open-source services which can
be easily integrated with cloud repositories, such as GitHub,
an open-source repository service for collaboration and version
control. Specifically, based on the steps given in [20], we have
created an organization in GitHub Classroom which allows us
to create programming assignments and distribute them to the
students enrolled in the course. Then, following [21], we have
set up Travis so that 1) it has access to our organization (and
thus to all students’ assignments), and 2) it is able to automatically run suitable tests designed by the teacher every time new
code is pushed up to a student’s repository. After that, per each
course’s assignment, we just need to set up a template repository in GitHub Classroom, including a Travis configuration

file (with, e.g., database installation/configuration aspects, or
data regarding how to setup and run tests), the instructions for
students, the starter code, and a test suite (with our integration
tests and the AOP module) that will run against the students’
code checking for its correctness and best practices.
Figure 4 depicts a workflow with the interaction between
participants and the Travis CI server, where each swimlane
groups the activities performed by each actor. Having defined
an assignment with the template repository to be completed
by each student, GitHub Classroom allows instructors to send
out an invitation to students, which, when accepted, will
automatically setup a new private repository in GitHub for that
student for the current assignment (see the Student’s swinline
in Figure 4). The students can easily clone the repository in
Eclipse to start coding and run integration tests. Each time
a student runs a test, best practices are also automatically
checked for compliance by using our AOP module. Both the
tests and the AOP module are used as a self-evaluation tool
to check which test has passed/failed and at what extend best
practices have been implemented, displaying the corresponding feedback report as coloured messages. The student can
work on her/his assignment either until it is completed or
until the due date for the assignment. We thus help students
by providing feedback on their work and let them improve it
accordingly. Since students do the assessment work at least
partly by themselves, it also reduces the teacher’s assessment
workload. At any moment during the development of the
assignment and, in particular, when the student wants to hand
in the assignment, she/he can decide to push the code to
her/his GitHub repository to be accessible via the web (see
bottom of the Student’s swinline in Figure 4). GitHub will
automatically notify Travis of the change, which in turn, will
clone the repository and automatically run the configured
integration tests, together with the AOP module (see Travis’s
swinline in Figure 4). Whenever students want, they can also
check Travis feedback through the corresponding Travis’ URL,
which shows, in addition to the information displayed in the

Eclipse console, the build status in green colour, if all tests
pass, or in red, otherwise. When the student asks for help
(or even when the teacher wants to grade a student), the
teacher can pull the student’s repository from Eclipse, run the
tests, inspect the code, and give her/his comments of praise,
criticism or advice (see the Teacher’s swinline in Figure 4).
Furthermore, teachers can easily check the correctness of a
student’s build by consulting Travis feedback, or access the
online GitHub assignment’s repository to revise the code. This
way of working allows creating a real-time feedback loop between instructor and students, and streamline the management
process and grading of deliveries. Supplementary material,
with a template assignment and a more detailed explanation
of the proposed workflow, is available at [19].

(H1 : µ18/19 6= µ19/20 ) assumes that the learning method has
an effect on students’ scores (i.e., the means are different).
After performing a t-test, the results yielded (t(90)=5.74,
p<0.01, d=1.15) statistically significant differences between
the exam scores of both groups, so we can reject the null
hypothesis and accept the alternative one. Cohen’s [25] also
showed a large effect (d=1.15). Furthermore, the instructor
detected a significant improvement regarding the adoption of
BPs in students’ assignments in 2019/20. Since both groups
are considered to be equal in terms of the knowledge level
concerning the course, we could conclude that the method has
a significant effect on the scores. To replicate this analysis,
the data and a documented R script can be found at [19].

IV. F INDINGS

Aimed at finding students’ trends regarding how they adopt
best practices, we have configured our AOP module to output
formatted messages not only to the Travis/Eclipse console (as
described previously), but also to a log file (in a CSV format
for data exploitation, including the data shown in console
and also timestamps). Each student’s assignment repository
contains such a log file, which is populated in each test run.
We have used Process Mining Techniques for extracting
information from such log files. Generally speaking, the basic
idea behind process mining is to extract knowledge from event
logs recorded by an information system. An event in an event
log refers to an activity and is related to a particular process
instance [26]. In our particular situation, the AOP module
creates a new event in the external log file each time a JDBC
method is tested, recording the information regarding the best
practices adopted by the method. There are different process
mining techniques to analyze log files. As stated in [27],
dotted chart and other similar formats that organize temporal
data along a time axis are easy to interpret and can allow
for visual identification of patterns. More specifically, a doted
chart shows the spread of events over time by plotting a dot
for each event in the log. In our particular case, we have used
the Dotted Chart Analysis utility of the ProM process mining
framework [28] to investigate patterns of students’ behaviour
regarding the implementation of best practices between test
runs. For such a task, per each student, we have first merged
the log files obtained from her/his assignments into an only log
file and, later, we have processed it obtaining a log file with
4 columns including: the anonymous student ID (student), the
name of the tested method (method), the timestamp associated
to the test run (timestamp), and the level of adoption of best
practices by the method in such test run (adoptedBPs). This
last column contains a value ranging from 0 (the method does
not adopt any BP) to 4 (all BPs have been adopted). Finally,
taking this file as source of the Dotted Chart Analysis utility,
it spreads, per each method, its test runs over time, showing
each test run in a different colour depending on the value
of the adoptedBP column. Among the results obtained from
this analysis, we have observed that students are used to test
all methods each time they test each assignment, instead of
testing just the method they are developing. Additionally, we

Next, we highlight the results obtained from the application of our framework to a class of 53 students in the
last academic year 2019/20. We based on four data sources:
students’ qualifications, logs obtained from the execution of
the students’ tests, feedback gathered from the students, and
teachers’ perceptions.
A. Students’ qualifications
As described previously, the JDBC skills acquired by the
students are evaluated through two varied evidences of learning. On the one hand, 5 JDBC laboratory assignments, which
are worth around 0.045 points each. On the other hand,
students have to take two partial exams: A1 and A2, which are
worth 0.5 and 2 points, respectively. The remainder 7 points
correspond to the final exam, where JDBC is not evaluated.
JDBC laboratory assignments and exam A1 are low-stakes
assessments we mainly use (as other authors argue [22]–[24])
to encourage students to be actively engaged in their JDBC
learning and pay more attention to course content, while they
get more prepared for high-stakes assessments (i.e., exam A2).
Given the low weight of such assessment strategies, in this
analysis we have decided to base on exam A2 marks. We
have compared the marks obtained by the students who have
attended the course in 2019/20, with those obtained by the
students in the previous year 2018/19. Both courses were
taught by the same instructor (the author of this paper), which
provides a control for instructor variability and allows for more
accurate comparisons of students’ JDBC learning.
The results obtained from our analysis were very good,
even better than expected. On the one hand, results show
that students in 2019/20 raise their score average by 59.57%
(means 1.50, in 2019/20, and 0.94, in 2018/19). On the other
hand, we have asked ourselves if we could come to the
conclusion that our proposal has an effect on the scores of
students attending the course in this last academic year, and
that there is a significant difference between the scores of
both courses. Thus, the null hypothesis (H0 : µ18/19 = µ19/20 )
assumes that the independent variable (learning method) has
no effect on the dependent variable (score), that is, there are
no differences between means, while the alternative hypothesis

B. Logs from tests’ executions

Do you find it easy to hand in your assignments through GitHub?

Q3

Do you find it easy to use GitHub from the Eclipse IDE?

Q4

Would do you use GitHub for your personal projects?

Q5

Do you find Travis suggestions useful?

Q6

Do you feel confident when using integration tests to check the
functionality of your JDBC code?

Q7

Do you consider DbUnit useful to setup databases for integration tests?

Have you found it useful to use the AOP module to check the
implementation of JDBC best practices (BPs)?
Do you think that the use of the AOP approach has motivated you to pay
Q9
more attention to the implementation of JDBC BPs?
Do you think it would be a good idea for other courses to use AOP to
Q10
implement BPs in other programming languages?

5
4

Q2

3

Q1

Questions
Do you find GitHub useful to store your assignments, so that the teacher
can easily access them to provide immediate feedback?

Answer

N

1

2

Q8

Fig. 5: Likert scale and open questions
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Question

have found out that students usually start testing methods with
not, or scarcely, implemented best practices, and finally go
through the complete, or almost complete, adoption of BPs.
Supplementary material, including log files and their analysis,
can be seen in [19].
C. Feedback from students
To know students’ perception on the experience, we conducted a voluntary and anonymous survey composed of a
set of 13 questions: (i) 10 mandatory Likert scale questions
(with responses from ‘1 - strongly disagree’ to ‘5 - strongly
agree’), where students could give their opinion on three
different aspects (GitHub and Travis, integration tests and the
AOP module), (ii) 1 optional open question, where students
were encouraged to reflect upon the proposal, and make
their comments, regarding their experiences and suggestions,
respectively, and (iii) 2 questions asking students to choose
between GitHub and the course’s CMS to perform different
tasks. 33 out of 53 students took part in the survey (62,26%
response rate), perhaps because it was optional.
Figure 5 shows the Likert scale and open questions, while
students’ responses are shown by means of the boxplot in
Figure 6, and the diverging stacked bar chart with percentages
in Figure 7. The first five questions (from Q1 to Q5) refer to
students’ perception of the use of GitHub and Travis. The
usefulness of GitHub both to store (Q1) and deliver (Q2)
their assignments was rated very high (see, e.g., the very high
medians in Figure 6). Most of the students find it easy to use
GitHub (Q3). As for Q4, students reflect a positive appraisal
of the use of GitHub for their personal projects (see, e.g., the
high median in Figure 6). Considering students’ comments
from the open question, some students report that they feel
really comfortable using GitHub for assignments’ management
and positively value the use of both GitHub and Travis in
the course, so that they can get familiar with commonly used
industrial tools. Although a small majority of students are
neutral regarding if they find Travis suggestions useful (see
the median or the 64% value of question Q5 in Figure 6 and
Figure 7, respectively), 24% of students think they are helpful

Fig. 6: Boxplot of the likert scale analysis (the ’s are outliers).
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Fig. 7: Diverging stacked bar chart of the likert responses.

(see Figure 7). Students’ assessment regarding integration tests
is shown in the answers to the next pair of questions (Q6 and
Q7). As for Q6, a large amount of students feel confident
when using integration tests to check code’s functionality of
their JDBC methods (see, e.g., the high mean in Figure 6).
As comments, some students positively value to get instant
feedback regarding if they are on the right track. As for Q7,
a representative sample of the responses consider the use of
DbUnit useful to manage test data (see the very high median
in Figure 6 and 88% in Figure 7). In the open question,
some of them positively appreciate its independence on any
particular database environment. The last block of questions,
from Q8 to Q10, deals with the students’ perception of the
AOP proposal for checking JDBC best practices. Most of
the students agree on the effectiveness of the AOP aspect to
help them check the adoption of best practices (Q8). As for
question Q9, results indicate that most of the students feel
that the use of the AOP module motivated them to give more

attention to the implementation of JDBC BPs. When asked
about whether it would be a good idea for other courses to
adopt AOP to implement BPs in other programming languages
(Q10), most of students agree (see, e.g., the high median in
Figure 6). Some students also report that they really appreciate
the feedback (hints, not adopted JDBC BPs and motivational
messages when they succeed) reported by the AOP module.
Finally, in the case of the remainder 2 questions regarding
the use of the course’s CMS or GitHub, around 90% prefer
GitHub to the CMS to distribute the template assignments (the
remainder 10% keep neutral), while 77% prefer GitHub to the
CMS (8%) to hand in the assignments (being 15% neutral).
D. Teachers’ perceptions
While setting up the course in GitHub Classroom and its
connection to Travis constituted an easy task thanks to the
available documentation [20], [21], most of the effort spent
by the instructor in the beginning was devoted to configuring
each assignment’s repository. More specifically, we need to
configure each assignment’s repository to setup the corresponding database in Travis; while Travis gives support for a
wide number of databases (e.g., MySQL), for other databases
(e.g., Oracle), we need to explicitly install and configure
them. Additionally, we devote extra time to design quality
DbUnit tests [16] for each assignment, task which requires,
for example, to setup and teardown databases, hand special
datatype values, or apply performance tricks to speed up tests.
We note that, once we have configured repositories in both
MySQL and Oracle, and designed DbUnit tests, we can reuse
some of these details to get a head start for next assignments
(for example, assignments that share a database will use the
same database configuration in Travis and the same setup and
teardown aspects in DbUnit tests).
As for time spent on feedback and grading, we do not
have registered data from previous years, so we can not
provide an objective comparison with previous years, but give
our perceptions. We have experienced a significant reduction
in working times, specially in grading. As such, per each
assignment, the teacher can check both if integration tests are
passed and if best practices are adopted, just by accessing
Travis and taking a quick glance at its feedback. It usually
takes around 1 minute. Depending on the previous results, the
teacher can decide to manually inspect the code on GitHub,
which usually takes another 2-3 minutes of additional time.
With the previous system, this process used to take around 20
minutes (we have to download the assignment from the CMS,
import it into Eclipse, configure the local database, run tests,
manually inspect the code to check BPs, etc.). Thus we have
observed a significant reduction of time.
V. R ELATED W ORK
Our proposal for enhancing JDBC learning mainly relies
on adopting CI techniques, and providing automatic formative
assessment based on integration tests and AOP.
On the one hand, the implementation of modern industry
practices, such as CI, in SE courses is not new. Focusing on

programming courses, several works have used CI tools to
teach (mainly) basic programming courses, with motivating
outcomes, some of them common to ours, such as improving
the management process of students’ assignments and efficiency of deliveries [3], [4], [29]–[33], providing real-time
formative [3], [4], [29], [32]–[34] or summative [3], [4], [29],
[33] feedback, streamline grading of students’ tasks [3]–[5],
[29], [33], [35], improving students’ grades [4], [31] or improving collaborative learning and project management [34],
[36], [37], while exposing students to industry tools.
On the other hand, a large number of approaches to automated program assessment can be found in the literature
(e.g., see surveys [15], [38], [39]), which mainly differ on the
kind of feedback they provide. Based on the types of feedback
components identified in [38], our proposal mainly focuses on
providing knowledge about both mistakes and how to proceed.
In the former case, we inform about solution errors, such as
runtime errors that are reported by the AOP module, and test
failures, shown by the integration tests. In the latter case, our
AOP module mainly provides hints and solutions for “error”
correction (that is, what is needed to be done to adopt a not
implemented BP). To the best of our knowledge, our approach
is the first one that provides automatic formative feedback
to help students adopt programming best practices, and uses
AOP (commonly used for system monitoring purposes) to give
such an assessment, encouraging and motivating students to
implement best practices. As for the technique to generate
feedback [38], our proposal, as well as the previous cited
CI-based solutions that provide formative assessment [3], [4],
[29], [32]–[34], bases on dynamic code analysis, using existing
test frameworks for automated testing. However, while those
works use JUnit, for unit tests, we use DBUnit, for integration
tests, which becomes a bit of challenge as shown previously.
VI. D ISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss fine-grained aspects of the
proposal, highlighting findings and lessons learned (in bold
text), and limitations (in italic text). We have organised this
discussion around four different aspects.
A. Assignments’ management and grading, and industrial
tools’ familiarization
Preliminary results show that the intervention benefited
all parties involved. From the students’ feedback, we can
conclude that the students value positively the use of GitHub
not only for storing and handing in their assignments
(Q1/Q2), but also for their personal projects (Q4). Even,
they prefer this tool to the course’s CMS to distribute and
hand in assignments; while delivering assignments just requires accepting the corresponding teacher’s GitHub invitation,
handing in an assignment is reduced to commit the work from
the Eclipse’s Git perspective. In contrast, results shown that
most of students pay little attention to Travis feedback (Q5).
Our personal perception is that, having been developing and
testing their projects using Eclipse, students probably are used
to check their feedback in the Eclipse console view. Thus, they

would not have any need for checking it again through Travis.
Regardless, students state that the proposal helps them get
familiar with both industrial tools.
From teachers’ point of view, although some effort was
spent in the beginning to configure assignments, the benefits
in terms of efficiency are significant, both when students
ask for help and when teachers have to grade students’
assignments. In both cases, Travis feedback and GitHub online
access to students’ code have proven to be very useful. In this
regard, so that teachers can check last version of students’
work in both situations, students must get used to have
previously committed their code (which sometimes is a real
challenge, thus teachers have to be continuously reminding
students of this fact). We note that, with the proposed system,
student work is not on University owned servers (in contrast
to commercial CMSs), which might represent a limitation.
B. Grading formative activities
There has been quite a bit of controversy about grading
formative assessment activities or not. While some works
suggest that the evaluative aspect of grading may distract
students from a focus on learning [40], other authors argue that
low stakes assessments encourage students to pay more attention [22]–[24]. As mentioned above, the grade assigned to the
course’s laboratory assignments is of minor importance, and is
clearly designed to motivate students and acknowledge their
effort. However, when tasks are graded, some students may
decide to copy other students’ work [22], [41]. If undetected,
plagiarism can facilitate students’ progress through courses
without achieving the desired learning goals [41]. It makes
of detecting plagiarism an ongoing challenge each academic
year. In particular, we use the MOSS tool to detect cheating
on students’ assignments [41]. We have to recognise that, so
far, no incidence has been observed in the students, who
have shown responsibility in their assignments.
C. Usefulness and quality of the feedback
Focusing on the feedback itself provided by our test suite,
we find it useful that students can benefit from rapid
feedback loop, instead of waiting for work to be graded.
Additionally, the feedback report helps them gain an understanding of their work: (i) failing integration tests provide a
hint or guidance on what might be wrong, so students can iteratively improve on their work, and (ii) AOP feedback provides
rewarding messages highlighting adopted BPs (green), hints
regarding not adopted BPs (yellow) and execution errors (red).
In fact, students reported that AOP feedback has motivated
them to give more attention to the adoption of JDBC BPs.
As for the quality of automatic feedback, teachers often
agree that it is not possible to assess automatically all the
issues related to good programming [15]. Although not many,
there are some aspects that are not checked by our AOP
strategy, such as the use of optimized SQL instructions or
the creation of resources outside loops. We consider these
aspects not explicitly related to JDBC knowledge, but to
prior knowledge students are expected to gain from previous

courses. In any case, to provide a higher quality feedback,
the teacher can combine the automatic assessment provided
by our proposal with a manual inspection of the code, looking for such few, not checked, aspects. Overall, given these
results and considering students’ feedback, our vision is that
our AOP-based approach could also be applied to other
courses which teach, for example, programming BPs or finite
resources’ management (e.g., connections, threads, or files).
As for technological aspects, the unique requirement for
using our approach is to have an AOP implementation
compatible with the programming language taught in the
course, which we do not consider a hindrance given the large
number of languages that implement AOP (e.g., PHP, Python
or C#) [42].
D. Students’ scores
Although the experiment has been applied only during an
academic year, which could be considered a limitation, the
results obtained suggest positive effects; not only have we
detected a significant improvement regarding the adoption
of JDBC best practices by the students attending the course
in this academic year 2019/20, but we have also experienced
statistically significant differences between the exam scores
of the analyzed academic courses. Thus, we can conclude
that, far from leading to a detrimental effect on students’ JDBC
marks, the experience has contributed to an improvement in
the academic performance.
Based on the highlighted results, we can say that the
main intentions that led to the introduction of the proposed
framework are achieved, which motivates us to continue with
this proposal.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
We have presented our experiences in developing and running a framework to enhance the learning of JDBC, combining
CI, mainly to manage and grade students’ assignments and
support the execution of integration tests, and a novel application of AOP, mainly to encourage students to adopt JDBC
best practices. In the particular case of CI, although it has
already been used in teaching (mainly) basic programming
courses which use unit test, we have to face with integration
tests, which brings more complexity to testing design and
management. The proposal is underpinned by an academic
year experience, and by an evaluation using objective (students’ marks and tests’ logs), and subjective data (students’
feedback and instructor’s perceptions). The results drawn from
this experience show that the six main motivating intentions
that led to the introduction of this intervention, are achieved.
As future work, we plan to extend our framework to cover
ORM programs, as the other technique taught in the course to
implement the persistence layer. As advanced previously, we
also intend to examine the possibility of applying our proposal
to other courses.
VIII. DATA AVAILABILITY
The data that support the findings of this study are openly
available in its supplementary material [19].
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